Abstract
Introduction via the TPC. The BTR describes how this effect changes the temporal frame of reference experienced by 59 biology in a manner similar to Einstein's STR which allows us to compare measures of time across frames 60 of reference moving at different speeds (Fig. 2) . ∆t mov = f (v) · ∆t rest (1) where ∆t mov is the ellapsed time in the moving frame determined by the ellapsed time at rest (∆t rest ) and 64 a velocity (v) scaling (f (v)), i.e. the Lorentz factor
where c is the speed of light in a vacuum. but here let's expand eqn (2) to allow for changes in body temperature over time (T (t)):
We can use eqn (3) to explore how biological age emerges relative to calendar age for warm-vs. cold- This trait allows warm-blooded organisms "control" over biological time, allowing biological time to accu-79 mulate at a constant, predictable rate (Fig. 3c) course, the benefits of being warm-blooded come at a literal cost as basal metabolic rates in warm-blooded 83 animals are 5 to 10 times higher than cold-blooded organisms of a similar size [5] , [6] . of the medium (i.e. air vs. water; [7] ).
89
to other environments as well (scaling all the way back to the warm-blooded example when environmental 92 temperatures are constant). As the environmental temperature varies over the year so too will body tem-93 perature (Fig. 4a) , and thus the rates of the underlying reactions, according to the TPC (Fig. 4b) (Fig. 5a ). This, combined with a TPC that is similar in space 
151
The idea of estimating a thermally dependent biological time-scale to explain variability originated at least 152 285 years ago when the French naturalist Réaumur (1735; [14] ) put forward the idea of "degree-days" (DD) (Fig. 11) , and thus, the predicted calendar time occurence of the phenomenon 207 (i.e. advancing to Stage II) varies across the groups (Fig. 11) . Again, other factors may also influence 
216
The idea of using biological clocks to predict calendar timing of biological events is also at the heart of 
269
Exploring life on biological time 270 As described in Using the biological theory of relativity above, combining information on body temperature to explain observed changes in space and time, and make predictions of biological variation into the future.
297
Moreover, we can use the BTR to engineer/tailor our interactions with the biological world to increase the 298 economic and/or conservation success of our actions. In these ways, the BTR offers both a mechanistic 299 explanation and a translation tool to move between temporal frames of reference to better understand the 300 biological world. 
